
CREATE AN

ADWORDS CAMPAIGN

PROJECT - 6



ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN

COURSE - TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
LOCATION - INDIA
CAMPAIGN BUDGET - $50
DAILY BUDGET - $10



The marketing objective is to 
generate 30 leads by making people 
enroll in the free course in the 
month of February (date : 24-28) 
with a total budget of $50 and daily 
budget of $10.

MARKETING 

OBJECTIVE



Number of people enrolled in the 
free course in 5 days through the 
Adwords campaign.

KEY 

PERFORMACE 

INDICATOR



CAMPAIGN APPROACH
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I have created two ad groups - Awareness and Interest, both of which consist of two 
ads. In the awareness stage, the customer is not actively looking for a Technical 
Interview course, so I have chosen non-branded keywords that are closely related to 
the course Data Structures and Algorithms in Python such as Data structure 
definition, search algorithm, python programming jobs and branded keywords such 
as Udacity courses and Udacity NanoDegrees to spread awareness about the course.  
In the Interest stage, the customer is actively searching for Technical Interview, so I 
have chosen short tail keywords such as python programming questions, technical 
interview questions, online coding practice and long tail keywords such as how to 
prepare for technical interview and technical questions asked in interview to make 
potential customers consider enrolling for the course.



AD GROUP 1



AWARENESS







KEYWORDS

data structure
classification of data structure
searching in data structure
recursion in data structure
data structures and algorithms
tree data structure
types of trees in data structure
heap data structure
advanced data structure
bubble sort in data structure
sorting and searching algorithm
graph definition
graph theory
graph data structure
python data structure
python hashmap
binary search complexity
binary search python

pattern program in python
python programming
python sort
sorting in data structure
merge sort python
types of sorting
python sort list
sorting techniques
hashing in data structure
hashing algorithm
hashing techniques
search algorithm
python programming jobs
python jobs
python developer salary
udacity python
udacity free courses
udacity nanodegree



AD GROUP 2



INTEREST







KEYWORDS

data structures and algorithms in python
python online training
python interview questions
python practice problems
python programming questions
data structure interview questions
data structure questions
python coding questions
coding interview questions
online coding practice
technical interview
technical round
technical questions
technical interview questions

how to prepare for technical interview
technical questions asked in interview
technical round interview questions
technical questions and answers
computer science interview questions
algorithm interview questions
cracking the coding interview
tree interview questions
python for data analysis
knapsack problem
traveling salesman problem
learn python programming
udacity learn programming



CAMPAIGN REVIEW



CAMPAIGN SUMMARY



THANK YOU 

 

BY : MEGHA JAIN


